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• A fantastic adventure with lots of humour for passionate
readers
• Uncluttered layout, ragged margin, minimal hyphenations
– ideal for boys with mild reading difficulties in particular
• For all Lego Ninjago fans
ABOUT THE SERIES
The evil dragon O-Gonsho plans to gain possession of the
four magic weapons of the Ninjas so he can use their power
to take over the world. Naturally, the students of the secret
Ninja boarding school of Chipanea must prevent that from
happening at any cost! Together, the three friends Lian, Sui
and Pepp set out on an adventurous search for these
weapons. But O-Gonsho is hard on their heels.
CONTENT
The Dragon Ninjas are breathing a sigh of relief: they have
managed to rout the Dragon of Shadows! But then they
learn that the evil dragon has laid multiple eggs. Lian, Sui,
Pepp and Hiro must find them before little shadow dragons
will hatch from them! However, the Dragon of Shadows has
protected its nests with a dangerous poison. Can the mighty
Dragon of Water help them wash it away?
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THE AUTHOR
Michael Petrowitz, born in Berlin in 1972, earned a degree
from the German Film and Television Academy in Berlin
(dffb). Since 2000 he has been a freelance screenwriter, and
since 2008 he has also taught screenplay
writing/dramaturgy. He was awarded the Robert
Geisendörfer Prize in the children’s television category in
2005. Michael Petrowitz lives in Berlin.
THE ILLUSTRATOR
Marek Bláha has been working as a freelance illustrator for
board games, children’s and young adult books as well as
textbooks since 2009. Amongst his role models are
Franquin, Bill Watterson, José Luis Munuera and Francisco
Herrera. A hobby streamer, he runs a small channel that
usually revolves around drawing. He also has a thing for
unusual bicycles.

